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Polyamines are growth regulators that have been widely implicated in abiotic and biotic 
stresses. They are also associated with fruit set, ripening, and regulation of fruit quality-
related traits. Modulation of their content confers fruit resilience, with polyamine application 
generally inhibiting postharvest decay. Changes in the content of free and conjugated 
polyamines in response to stress are highly dependent on the type of abiotic stress applied 
or the lifestyle of the pathogen. Recent studies suggest that exogenous application of 
polyamines or modulation of polyamine content by gene editing can confer tolerance to 
multiple abiotic and biotic stresses simultaneously. In this review, we explore data on 
polyamine synthesis and catabolism in fruit related to pre- and postharvest stresses. 
Studies of mutant plants, priming of stress responses, and treatments with polyamines 
and polyamine inhibitors indicate that these growth regulators can be manipulated to 
increase fruit productivity with reduced use of pesticides and therefore, under more 
sustainable conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Polyamines (PAs) are small aliphatic amines that regulate various cellular functions. These 
compounds present at least two amino groups; the diamine putrescine (Put), the triamine 
spermidine (Spd), and the tetraamine spermine (Spm) are the most common PAs in plants 
(Mattoo et  al., 2010). PAs often occur as free molecular bases, but they can also be  covalently 
associated with small molecules, namely, phenolic acids (conjugated forms), and with various 
macromolecules such as proteins (bound forms) (Mattoo et  al., 2010).

PAs are growth regulators that have been implicated in abiotic and biotic stresses (Cona 
et  al., 2006; Cuevas et  al., 2008; Marina et  al., 2008; Alcázar et  al., 2010; Gonzalez et  al., 
2011; Nambeesan et  al., 2012; Agudelo-Romero et  al., 2014; Minocha et  al., 2014; Pál et  al., 
2015), as well as in plant morphogenesis and development (Applewhite et  al., 2000;  
Fortes et al., 2010, 2011; Tiburcio et al., 2014; Jancewicz et al., 2016), senescence (Pandey et al., 2000; 
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Sobieszczuk-Nowicka, 2017), and fruit development and ripening 
(Mattoo and Handa, 2008; Agudelo-Romero et  al., 2013, 2014; 
Tavladoraki et  al., 2016). Several publications have suggested 
that the role played by these growth regulators in plant–microbe 
interactions is either exerted directly by PAs functioning as 
signaling molecules or mediated through the products of their 
catabolism together with jasmonic acid (JA), abscisic acid 
(ABA), salicylic acid (SA), auxins, cytokinins, and ethylene 
(Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 2014).

In plants, Put is synthesized through arginine decarboxylase 
(ADC) and/or ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) (Alcázar et  al., 
2010). Arginase hydrolyzes arginine to urea and ornithine. 
Conversion of Put to Spd and Spm requires the activity of Spd 
synthase and Spm synthase, respectively. Thermospermine synthase 
is involved in the synthesis of the tetraamine thermospermine 
(Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 2014). S-adenosylmethionine 
decarboxylase (SAMDC) carries out a rate-limiting step in the 
biosynthesis of decarboxylated SAM, which donates the 
aminopropyl moiety for the biosynthesis of these PAs. Catabolism 
of PAs involves diamine oxidases (CuAOs) and polyamine 
oxidases (PAOs). Intracellular levels of PAs are mostly regulated 
by anabolic and catabolic processes, as well as by their  
transport and conjugation with phenolic compounds, mainly 
hydroxycinnamic acids (Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 2014; Fortes 
and Agudelo-Romero, 2018). The transport of PAs into different 
cell compartments is a crucial step in regulating the intracellular 
levels of these free forms, thereby interfering with cellular 
processes. However, only a few PA transporters have been 
characterized (Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 2014). In addition, PAs 
have been connected to metabolic pathways involving ethylene, 
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), nitric oxide, the Krebs cycle, and 
ABA (Alcázar et  al., 2010).

In this mini-review, we  will examine recent data focusing 
on the modulation of PA metabolism in plants and fruit under 
pre- and postharvest abiotic stresses and during interactions 
with pathogens.

REPROGRAMMING OF POLYAMINE 
SYNTHESIS, CATABOLISM,  
AND CONJUGATION IS INVOLVED  
IN ABIOTIC AND BIOTIC  
STRESS RESPONSES

Transcriptional Modulation of Polyamine 
Metabolism Under Individual Stresses
Several datasets have been obtained in tomato and grape related 
to transcriptome reprogramming under abiotic and biotic stresses 
(Figures 1, 2). It is clear that extensive modulation of PA 
metabolism occurs in both leaves and fruit in response to 
drought, salt, heat, and a variety of pathogens, such as viruses, 
fungi, and bacteria. Responses to abiotic stress involve mainly 
upregulation of genes encoding enzymes involved in PA 
biosynthesis, namely, ADC and SAMDC. However, SAMDC 
was found to be  downregulated in grapevine under water and 
salt stresses. In this respect, it is interesting to note that different 

functional roles have been observed with the genetic divergence 
of the Arabidopsis thaliana SAMDC gene family (Majumdar 
et  al., 2017). The gene encoding thermospermine synthase was 
upregulated in tomato under water stress and upon calcium 
treatment. In tomato, ODC was upregulated in response to 
calcium and downregulated in ABA-treated plants and in those 
exposed to water stress. This gene seemed to be more modulated 
upon biotic stress. The gene encoding arginase was downregulated 
in response to several abiotic stresses in tomato, suggesting 
that synthesis of PAs occurs preferentially through ADC. 
Interestingly, transcriptional modulation of genes involved in 
PA catabolism is strongly dependent on the type of abiotic 
stress applied and likely involves activity reprogramming of 
different isoenzymes, as suggested by the differential expression 
of several genes.

On the other hand, changes in PA metabolism in response 
to biotic stress seem to involve mainly inhibition of PA catabolism 
via downregulation of genes encoding CuAO and PAO. The 
gene encoding Spd synthase was downregulated in tomato 
infected with the fungus Pseudomonas syringae, and a virus. 
In addition, genes involved in PA biosynthesis (encoding 
arginase, ODC, and ADC) were upregulated (Figure 2). These 
results suggest activation of PA metabolism in response to 
biotic stresses such as bacteria and fungi, but less pronounced 
involvement in response to viruses.

Polyamine Metabolism Under  
Individual and Multiple Stresses  
Using Transgenic, Biochemical, and 
Physiological Approaches
Transgenic tomato plants overexpressing the human SAMDC 
gene had higher PA content than the wild type. This transgenic 
tomato line showed increased resistance to two important fungal 
pathogens, Fusarium oxysporum causing Fusarium wilt and 
Alternaria solani causing early blight, as well as tolerance to 
multiple abiotic stresses, such as salinity, drought, cold, and 
high temperatures (Hazarika and Rajam, 2011). Interestingly, 
these transgenic plants also showed higher conversion of free 
Put and Spd to conjugated PAs when infected with pathogens 
(Hazarika and Rajam, 2011). In fact, conjugated PAs have been 
shown to have antimicrobial properties (Walters, 2003). These 
PAs contribute to cell-wall strengthening, thereby protecting 
it against the activity of microbial hydrolytic enzymes [reviewed 
by Fortes and Agudelo-Romero (2018)].

Similarly, transgenic eggplants overexpressing the oat ADC 
gene acquired resistance to Fusarium wilt disease (Prabhavathi 
and Rajam, 2007). These plants showed increased ADC activity 
and accumulation of PAs, particularly the conjugated forms 
of Put and Spm. Since CuAO activity was also enhanced, it 
was suggested that the acquisition of resistance might involve 
both PA biosynthesis and degradation.

Other studies that did not involve transgenic approaches 
also revealed the importance of PAs in resistance to biotic 
stress. One study demonstrated that NH4

+ induces resistance 
to P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 (Pst), by causing mild toxicity 
in tomato plants and inducing basal H2O2, ABA, and Put 
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FIGURE 1 | Expression of genes involved in polyamine metabolism in tomato (A) and grapevine (B) under abiotic stresses: water stress, Ca+ treatment, cold, 
nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA; an ABA biosynthesis blocker) treatment, ABA, drought, heat, wounding, salt treatment, ammonium treatment, UV-B irradiation, 

(Continued)
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accumulation (Fernández-Crespo et  al., 2015). Treatment with 
inhibitors of Put accumulation showed that Put plays a role 
in resistance to Pst in tomato plants (Fernández-Crespo et  al., 
2015). On the other hand, the increase in H2O2, leading to a 
strong and rapid oxidative burst, was partially attributed to 
the activity of CuAOs. Export of PAs to the apoplast is a 
common source of H2O2 in abiotic stress and in host- and 
nonhost hypersensitive responses during pathogen infection 
(Yoda et  al., 2009; Pottosin et  al., 2014). Oxidation of PAs 
can generate an oxidative burst, leading to induction of defense-
response genes and the hypersensitive response (Cona et  al., 
2006; Yoda et  al., 2009). The activation of PA metabolism by 
NH4

+ supplementation was suggested to be  mediated by 
ABA-dependent signaling pathways (Toumi et al., 2010). Similarly, 
NH4

+  application and Colletotrichum coccodes inoculation of 
tomato fruit induced NADPH oxidase, leading to an oxidative 
burst, activation of the SA pathway, and upregulation of ODC 
and other PA-related genes, ultimately resulting in programmed 
cell death (Alkan et  al., 2009, 2012).

Under conditions of abiotic and biotic stress, PA oxidation 
might alter cell redox homeostasis and modulate hormone 
signaling (Moschou et  al., 2008; Pál et  al., 2015; Seifi and 
Shelp, 2019). However, PA synthesis and oxidation control its 
homeostasis and can lead to PA excess or deficiency, which 
could lead to susceptibility to stress (Aziz et al., 1999; Nambeesan 
et  al., 2012; Hatmi et  al., 2015). Thus, fine-tuning of PAs could 
be  important to coordinating stress responses (Pál et al., 2015).

Interestingly, drought stress was also described to prime 
the immune response of grapevine against Botrytis cinerea 
infection via modulation of PA biosynthesis and catabolism. 
Drought stress led to upregulation of the genes encoding ADC, 
CuAOs, and PAOs and their corresponding enzymes’ activities 
(Hatmi et  al., 2015). Plants from a B. cinerea-tolerant cultivar 
subjected to drought stress exhibited significantly higher Put 
accumulation and a decrease in Spd and Spm levels as compared 
to plants from the sensitive cultivar. Hatmi et  al. (2015) 
indicated that PA synthesis and oxidation and increased contents 
of some PA-related amino acids, together with increased content 
of stilbenes and upregulation of immune response-related genes 
were involved in the increased tolerance to B. cinerea. CuAO 
and PAO inhibitors attenuated drought-induced defense 
responses and enhanced disease susceptibility in grapevine. 
Furthermore, grapes treated with guazatine, a potent inhibitor 
of PAO activity, showed downregulation of genes encoding 
CuAOs (Figure 1) and the pathogenesis-related protein 1 
precursor (PR1 gene) involved in the biotic stress response 
(Agudelo-Romero et  al., 2014).

Upon infection with B. cinerea, grape fruit from a highly 
susceptible cultivar presented upregulation of CuAO and ODC 
at an early stage of ripening together with increased transcription 
of stilbene synthases involved in stilbene synthesis 

(Agudelo-Romero et  al., 2015). However, with the onset of 
ripening, these genes were no longer upregulated in infected 
berries but others involved in PA metabolism such as Spm 
synthase (Figure 2). Similarly, accumulation of Spd in transgenic 
tomato (overexpressing the yeast Spd synthase gene) was 
associated with weakened ethylene-induced defense responses, 
thereby increasing the fruit’s susceptibility to B. cinerea 
(Nambeesan et  al., 2012). Osmotic stress also induced PA 
accumulation and inhibited the defense response in ripe berries 
after B. cinerea infection (Hatmi et  al., 2018). In fact, the 
plant’s response to individual stresses may differ from that to 
multiple stresses, which could lead to opposite effects on PA 
metabolism. However, grapevine plants exposed to osmotic 
stress that induced PA oxidation and later inoculated with 
B. cinerea showed a great reduction in CuAO and PAO activities, 
consistent with the enhanced levels of PAs and impaired defense 
responses to the fungus (Hatmi et  al., 2014).

It is not known whether fungi can reprogram PA metabolism 
in fruit, or how this may differ depending on genotype, ripening 
stage and fruit susceptibility. However, interactions between 
microbial effectors and plant enzymes involved in PA metabolism 
have been reported [reviewed by Jiménez-Bremont et al. (2014)]. 
Microbes can also produce PAs and alter plant physiology and 
resilience to stress (Kim et  al., 2013; Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 
2014). In one study, the effector AvrBsT of Xanthomonas 
campestris pv. vesicatoria (Xcv) interacted with ADC, leading 
to induction of a hypersensitive response in bell pepper fruit 
(Kim et  al., 2013). In bell pepper, the gene CaADC1 is 
constitutively expressed in stems, roots, flowers, and fruit, but 
not leaves. However, CaADC1 was highly induced in leaves 
during avirulent (incompatible) Xcv infection compared to the 
mock control or virulent (compatible) Xcv infection. Silencing 
of CaADC1 in bell pepper leaves significantly compromised 
nitric oxide and H2O2 accumulation as well as cell-death 
induction, leading to enhanced avirulent Xcv growth during 
infection (Kim et al., 2013). Based on these findings, the authors 
suggested that CaADC1 acts as a key defense and cell-death 
regulator via mediation of PA metabolism.

EXOGENOUS APPLICATION OF 
POLYAMINES AFFECTS FRUIT 
RESISTANCE TO ABIOTIC AND  
BIOTIC STRESSES

Chilling injury results in a significant increase in PA levels 
in many fruit (Serrano et  al., 1997, 1998; González-Aguilar 
et al., 2000; Rodriguez et al., 2001), as does mechanical damage 
(Valero et  al., 1998; Martínez-Romero et  al., 1999, 2000; 
Pérez-Vicente et  al., 2002). This suggests that PAs protect fruit 

FIGURE 1 | guazatine treatment, and light. Tomato heatmaps were generated using RNAseq (SL2.50 genome) and microarray (GPL4741) approaches. Grape 
heatmaps were generated using two microarray platforms: GrapeGen (GPL11004) and GeneChip (GPL1320). RNAseq data were downloaded from the Sequence 
Read Archive repository (SRA; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) and microarray data were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus repository (GEO; 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) using the GEOquery R library.
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FIGURE 2 | Continued
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from abiotic stresses, due to their ability to maintain membrane 
integrity and possibly activate the JA-related defense pathway 
(Radhakrishnan and Lee, 2013; Tanou et  al., 2014). Indeed, 
postharvest application of PAs (1  mM Put or Spd) alleviated 
chilling injury of apricot during storage at 1°C (Koushesh 
saba et al., 2012). Similarly, postharvest application of 1–2 mM 
Put or 1  mM Spd reduced chilling injury of pomegranate 
stored at 2°C (Mirdehghan et  al., 2007; Barman et  al., 2011).

During growth and ripening of both climacteric and 
nonclimacteric fruit, the natural level of PAs changes (Fortes 
and Agudelo-Romero, 2018): during the early phase of fruit 
growth and cell division, PA levels are high; during fruit 
ripening and senescence, PA levels usually decline, with a few 
exceptions [Liu et  al., 2006; reviewed by Valero et  al. (2002)]. 
During fruit ripening and senescence, there is crosstalk between 
ethylene and PAs (Pandey et  al., 2000; Valero et  al., 2002) as 
SAM is a common precursor for both growth regulators. 
Therefore, ethylene and PAs may induce or delay fruit ripening 
and senescence in opposite manners. Indeed, postharvest 
application of PAs to fruit led to inhibition of ethylene emission. 
However, the percentage of inhibition was dependent on the 
ethylene climacteric peak: as the fruit emitted less ethylene, 
higher inhibition was observed [reviewed by Valero et  al. 
(2002)]. Thus, one of the main effects of PA application is 
inhibition of fruit ripening, affecting color change, decreasing 
fruit softening, and delaying ethylene emission and respiration 
(Valero et  al., 2002).

Polyamines may also delay fruit softening by attaching to 
pectin elements in the cell wall, resulting in increased fruit 
firmness. This binding blocks cell wall-degrading enzymes’ 
access to the cell-wall matrix (Valero et  al., 1999). On the 
other hand, a delay in fruit softening and ripening is strongly 
correlated with increased fruit resistance to fungal pathogens 
and reduced postharvest decay (Cantu et al., 2008). Polyamines 
also function as signaling molecules that interact with JA, 
ABA, and SA (Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 2014)—hormones that 
activate broad defense responses against pathogens in fruit 
(Alkan and Fortes, 2015).

In accordance with the PAs’ effects on fruit ripening, softening, 
and defense hormones, a number of studies have shown that 
in most cases, postharvest application of PAs inhibits fruit 
ripening and softening while reducing postharvest decay. One 
of the most significant effects of PA infiltration after harvest 
was its contribution to fruit firmness in apple (Kramer et  al., 
1991), strawberry (Ponappa et al., 1993), apricot, peach (Martínez-
Romero et al., 2002; Valero et al., 2002), and lemon (Martínez-
Romero et  al., 1999). Preharvest treatments were similarly 
effective at increasing fruit firmness (Bregoli et  al., 2002).

Postharvest application of about 0.5–1  mM PA inhibited 
the ripening of plum, kiwi and mango fruit, as reflected by 

reduced ethylene emission, respiration, and inhibition of 
softening, thereby prolonging shelf life (Serrano et  al., 2003; 
Petkou et al., 2004; Malik and Zora, 2005). Similarly, preharvest 
application of PAs inhibited fruit ripening and the expression 
of genes involved in ethylene synthesis in nectarine and plum 
(Torrigiani et  al., 2004; Khan et  al., 2007). In plum, preharvest 
treatments inhibited ripening and softening better than 
postharvest treatments. In addition, an increased concentration 
of 0.3–2  mM Put applied postharvest inhibited strawberry 
ripening (firmness, total soluble solids, and titratable acidity) 
and was correlated to a delay in rotting caused by fungal 
pathogens (Khosroshahi et  al., 2007). Postharvest application 
of 100  mg/L Put, Spd, or Spm inhibited decay accumulation 
in mandarin as well (Zheng and Zhang, 2004). Similarly, 
overexpression of the yeast Spd synthase gene in tomato led 
to the accumulation of PAs, reduced ripening and softening, 
and consequently, reduced decay symptoms (Nambeesan et  al., 
2010). However, a high concentration of PAs could result in 
fruit injuries, such as black spot in apples (Kramer et  al., 
1991), and in the induction of postharvest decay caused by 
B. cinerea in grapes (Nambeesan et  al., 2012).

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Many of the studies conducted to date have indicated that 
PA synthesis, conjugation, and catabolism play important 
roles in abiotic and biotic stress responses in fruit. However, 
the analysis of PA-metabolism reprogramming by biotic stress 
is complicated by the fact that both plants and microbes 
can synthetize PAs. Changes in gene expression might be due 
to plant defense responses induced against the pathogen, 
or they might be  triggered by the pathogen’s virulence 
mechanisms which may differ according to the pathogen’s 
lifestyle. Biotrophs might benefit from reduced PA oxidation, 
whereas necrotrophs exploit the generation of an oxidative 
burst (due to increased PA catabolism) for their pathogenicity 
(Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 2014). What is clear, however, is 
that the accumulation of free and conjugated PAs—under 
tight regulation by mechanisms controlling PA biosynthesis 
and catabolism—plays an important role in host–pathogen 
interactions, which involve the oxidative stress response, 
strengthening of the fruit cell wall, and modulation of ABA- 
and ethylene-related pathways.

Moreover, the stress response might differ with plant species 
and their metabolism, tissue-specific gene expression, and the 
interactions among other growth regulators and defense-signaling 
pathways. The molecular mechanisms regulating these processes 
need to be elucidated through the use of transgenic and mutant 
plant lines. However, this is a challenge for herbaceous and 

FIGURE 2 | Expression of genes involved in polyamine metabolism in tomato (A) and grapevine (B) under biotic stresses: Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, Pseudomonas 
syringae, Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd), tobacco rattle virus (TRV), Botrytis cinerea, Colletotrichum coccodes, Phytophthora infestans, 
Pyrenochaeta lycopersici, Alternaria solani, Ralstonia solanacearum, spider mite, Bois noir, and grapevine leafroll-associated virus 3 (GLRaV-3). Tomato heatmaps were 
generated using RNAseq (SL2.50 genome) and microarray (GPL4741) approaches. Grape heatmaps were generated using three microarray platforms: NimbleGen 
(GPL17894), GrapeGen (GPL11004) and GeneChip (GPL1320). RNAseq data were downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive repository (SRA; https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/sra) and microarray data were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus repository (GEO; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) using the GEOquery R library.
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woody fruit species, for which transgenesis protocols have not 
yet been established. Studies in these plants have been mostly 
performed by testing treatments with PAs and inhibitors of 
PA metabolism.

Some PAs that were scarcely investigated in the past are 
receiving more attention today, namely, thermospermine and 
caldopentamine (Jiménez-Bremont et  al., 2014), and products 
of PA catabolism such as GABA and 1,3 diaminopropane. 
Studying these may reveal new mechanisms involved in tolerance 
to abiotic and biotic stresses. Another level of complexity is 
added when one considers the role of PAs in epigenetic 
regulation, a topic that has been little explored. PAs can interact 
with chromatin, eventually leading to epigenetic modifications 
of DNA and histones [reviewed by Jiménez-Bremont et  al. 
(2014)]; this opens new and exciting frontiers for research 
focusing on how PA metabolism affects fruit resilience. In 
addition, the study of PA metabolism in fruit ripening has 
highlighted the possible application of these natural polycations 
for the control of ripening and postharvest decay.

Many challenges still remain in PA research toward increasing 
plants’ tolerance to stresses, in particular in fruit species. 
Manipulation of PA levels by either modulating their biosynthesis 
or catabolism or eventually conjugating them with other 
compounds may contribute in the future to obtaining better 

yields under more sustainable conditions with reduced application 
of fungicides.
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